The problem treated is that of convection in a¯uid saturated porous layer, heated internally and where the gravitational ®eld varies with distance through the layer. The boundaries are assumed to be solid. It is proved that the principle of exchange of stabilities holds as long as the gravity ®eld and the integral of the heat sources both have the same sign. The proof is based on the idea of a positive operator, and uses the positivity property of the Green's function. Ó
Introduction
Interesting questions have been raised concerning the nature of the onset of instability due to convection in a¯uid saturated porous layer with internal heat source and variable gravity [15] . The usual means of showing that the instability would be stationary derives from techniques applicable to Rayleigh±B enard convection when the temperature dierence is uniform and there are no internal heat sources and gravity is constant [1, 13] . However, the more general cases have mainly been investigated one at a time. It is the purpose of this note to show that, when Darcy's law applies and the Boussinesq approximation is made, as long as the gravity ®eld and the integral of the heat sources both have the same sign, with solid boundary conditions, the principle of exchange of stabilities (PES) holds in the following sense:``The ®rst unstable eigenvalue has International Journal of Engineering Science 39 (2001) 201±208 www.elsevier.com/locate/ijengsci imaginary part equal to zero'' [2, 3, 10] . When this eigenvalue is simple it is usually concluded that the onset of convection is stationary rather than oscillatory.
The appropriate non-dimensional disturbance equations for the¯ow are ( [7, 15] ) from Darcy's law
and heat transport
where u uY vY w is the seepage velocity, h the temperature, e z 0Y 0Y 1Y A an acceleration coecient, R 2 the Rayleigh number, Pr the Prandtl number, N z 1 dqzY where qz is proportional to the integral of the heat source and H z 1 ehzY the gravity gz being de®ned by gz g1 ehz, g constant, and e being a scale for hX
The acceleration coecient A in (1.1) is often taken to be zero [15] . On the other hand, a more complete theory would require that this scalar be replaced by a second-order tensor that``depends sensitively on the geometry of the porous medium'' [12, p. 9] . Strictly speaking then, the acceleration coecient can only be considered a scalar if the¯ow is unidirectional, as happens at the beginning of convection, the regime to be considered in this work.
The equations are assumed to hold in the layer X fxY yY z j ÀI`xY y`IY 0`z`1gY with boundary conditions
The possibility of a non-zero tangential velocity is allowed. Next, linearize the perturbed system (1.1)±(1.3) and assume disturbances to be periodic in x (period 2paa and y (period 2pab with growth rate rY of the form u e rtiaxiby uz for the velocity components, with comparable representations for h and pX Then take curlcurl of (1.1) to obtain
where D dadzY c 2 a 2 b 2 Y and the hats have been dropped. The solid boundary conditions are w h 0Y z 0Y 1X
1X7
If either e 0 or d 0Y then Hz 1 or N z 1Y and it is possible to show without much diculty that if r r 1 ir 2 is complex, and r 2 T 0Y then r 1`0 X There is one interesting special case, namely when H z is a multiple of NzY where the system can easily be made symmetric and then r is real. [16, p. 66] . Though PES may seem to be intuitively true, when H z and N z are independent variables and H zN z P 0, no matter the boundary conditions, no results of this type had been proved. It is the purpose of this article to address this lack. In the next section, the proposed technique is described. Then, in the succeeding section the proof is carried out.
The method of positive operators
The idea of the method of solution is based on the notion of a positive operator [4, 8] , a generalization of a positive matrix, that is, one with all of its entries positive. Such matrices have the property that they possess a single greatest positive eigenvalue, identical to the spectral radius. To apply the method, the resolvent of the linearized stability operator is analyzed. This resolvent is in the form of compositions of certain integral operators. When the Green's function kernels for these operators are all non-negative, the resulting operator is termed positive. The abstract theory is based on the Krein±Rutman theorem.
Theorem 1 [11] . sf liner, ompt opertor v, leving invrint one K, hs point of the spetrum different from zero, then it hs positive eigenvlue k, not less in modulus thn every other eigenvlue, nd to this numer orresponds t lest one eigenvetor / P K of the opertor L L/ k/, nd t lest one eigenvetor w P K Ã of the opertor L Ã .
For this problem the cone consists of the set of non-negative functions. In the formulation (1.5) and (1.6) with the boundary conditions (1.7), it is possible to rewrite the equations in terms of certain operators
The domains are contained in HY where
with scalar product
The domains are given as follows:
With this formulation, it is apparent why the system (2.1) and (2.2) can be rendered symmetric when Hz is a multiple of N z [16, p. 66 ], but otherwise the system is in general non-symmetric.
The following gives important properties of the operatorMX Remark 1.M is selfdjointD positive definite opertorF purthermoreD Cr M r À1 exists for What is to be studied is what follows in the resolvent I À Kr À1 X Suppose Kr depends analytically on r in a certain right half of the complex plane. Furthermore,
So, if for all real r 0 greater than some a (P1) I À Kr 0 À1 is positive, (P2) Kr has a power series about r 0 in r 0 À r with positive coecients, i.e. Àdadr n Kr 0 is positive for all nY then the right-hand side of (2.5) has an expansion in r 0 À r with positive coecients. Moreover the methods of [17] and [14] apply, showing that``there exists a real eigenvalue r 1 T a such that the spectrum of Kr lies in the set fr j Rer T r 1 g''. This is equivalent to PES. To verify conditions (P1) and (P2), the structure of the operator CPr r will be examined. It is assumed that the product of the functions H zN z P 0 on [0, 1].
The principle of exchange of stabilities
Condition (P1) is treated ®rst. The operatorM À1 C0 is an integral operator whose Green's function gzY nY 0 is non-negative soM À1 is a positive operator. Next observe that by the remark, CPr r is also an integral operator, but its Green's function kernel gzY nY r in (2.3) is the Laplace transform of the Green's function GzY nY t for the initial-boundary value problem
Using the method of images, or by direct calculation of the inverse Laplace transform we ®nd 
where s ta Pr X It follows easily that Theorem 2. he priniple of exhnge of stilities holds for (2.1) and (2.2), when the integrted internl het soures N z nd vrile grvity rtio H z hve the property tht H zN z P 0 throughout the lyer.
Proof. The system (2.1) and (2.2) may be written as the single equation suggested by (2.4) u KruY 3X8
where
The resolvent is examined as de®ned in (2.5) . It has been demonstrated that the original system (2.1) and (2.2), and the transformed system (3.8), have spectra that agree except on the set R ca Pr p which is a subset of the negative real half-line. We have shown that Cr is a positive operator,M À1 C0Y and that CPr r has power series expansions for real r b Àc 2 a Pr X For r 0 real, Ar 0 1 À1 b 0Y for r 0 b À1aA. To verify condition (P2) for all real r 0 b maxÀc 2 a PrY À1aAY again note that it is assumed that H zN z P 0, while c 2 and R 2 are clearly positive. Therefore, by the product rule for dierentiation, one concludes that Kr in (3.8) satis®es condition (P2).
It has been demonstrated that for r real and suciently large, all of the terms in Kr determine positive operators. Moreover, for r real and suciently large, by (2.3), the kernel of the operator CPr r becomes arbitrarily small. Hence, kKrk will be less than 1. Then I À Kr À1 has a convergent Neumann series and hence is positive. This is the content of condition (P1). Ã
Concluding comments
By using Darcy's law, one avoids the diculty occurring with no-slip boundary conditions which has always impeded solution of the problem. The solution of the B enard convection problem with stress-free boundary conditions is possible with this method, although it is only when there is both an internal heat source and variable gravity eects acting together that these techniques are needed [16, p. 66] . It is a similar combination of conditions which made possible the solution of analogous problems for G ortler¯ow with a free surface [5] , and for Langmuir circulations with stress free boundary conditions [6] .
